
THE HAZARDS OF UNSAFE DRIVING
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By Benjamin Preston May 6, Driving a motor vehicle is dangerous business. Many people involved in traffic
accidents are likely to say, "It wasn't me, it was the other guy! Here are a few things not to do if you want to
keep from becoming the cause of an accident. Driving recklessly and slip between cars. They let us contact
emergency services at the drop of a hat, no matter where we are, which can save lives. They connect people
across the country and even the world. Sadly many people die a year because of this, I read somewhere that in
one summer more people die from drinking and driving accidents than the amount of people who died during
the entire Vietnam war. A lot of people drive the exact same when its raining or snowing. A speeding ticket
can cost you hundred of dollars, missed work if you go to traffic court, and your auto insurance costs can
increase. Being prepared for situations is also a great idea to help minimize the risks of you getting into
trouble out on the road, knowing where your hazard lights are in a panic can be invaluable. Meanwhile, texting
drivers need 70 extra feet! For example: Bad weather conditions, such as rain, fog, wind, snow, or ice can
make driving treacherous and dangerous. Sometimes it can be hard just to know the speed limits and other
odds and ends in driving in your own area, becoming familiar with your own area is a good example to, must
people miss the fact that Middlebelt is 40 and normally go much faster! Maybe not the must dangerous hazard
out there but certainly one to keep a eye on. Two accidents bumps it up to about 30 percent more. Are you the
other guy? Driving much slower than the flow of traffic. The Dangers of Speeding Speeding is not just driving
above the posted speed limit, but includes driving too fast for road conditions, or any other speed-related
violation charged racing, speed greater than reasonable, and exceeding special speed limits. This goes back to
predictability. Having grown up with seat belts in cars, I feel naked without one. Heavy traffic, with a lot of
stop and go, people changing lanes, and so on Road work, with reduced or narrowed lanes; or accidents, which
can cause dangerous conditions for drivers approaching the accident scene. That is true seatbelts have killed
and injured people. Speeding can cause deadly accidents and can turn cars into something for the junkyard.
Please contact us at losscontrol markel. The results usually aren't pretty.


